Our Bi-Annual Art Show is now only weeks away! The children have been working furiously over the past couple of terms on creating amazing works of art for your enjoyment. On display will be over 600 individual pieces, ranging from works on paper, sculpture, clay and collaborative pieces. This year our theme is "THE ELEMENTS". Each piece of work has had a major focus on one or more of the elements of art, namely: colour, line, shape, form, texture, space and perspective. A range of media, materials and techniques have been explored during the creation process and a diverse range of work is the result.
Also featuring at our Art Show this year:

* 'Kid’s Space’ for Primary School aged children to have a go at some weaving, drawing and creating art with electrical tape!
* 'Gallery Shop’ where children’s work will be available for sale, framed and ready to hang!
* Rolling Slideshow of works in progress during the year
* QR codes on Artwork Overviews to access with iPhone enabling you to hear and see a child speak about the process behind creating a particular work

**PERFORMERS PLEASE NOTE!**

If you are in Grade 3 to 6, have been learning a musical instrument or vocals and you are 'PERFORMANCE READY'; please see Tara at school to be included in our performing ARTS program on the opening night of the Art Show. We would love to celebrate your talent!

**DONATIONS WELCOME!**

Any donations of wool for our weaving workshops would be warmly welcomed! Please send them along to school with your child or leave at the office for Shelley to collect.

It should be a fantastic night, showcasing the talents of our children! Stay tuned for further details in the weeks to come.